# Boyer Family Calendar

## August 2022:
- 29-31 *Limited Svcs

## September:
- 1 *Limited Svcs
- 2 Agency Closed
- 5 Holiday—Agency Closed
- 6 *Limited Svcs
- 7 Morning: *Limited Svcs
- Afternoon: Program Closed
- 8 Morning: *Limited Svcs
- Afternoon: Program Closed
- 9 *Limited Svcs

## November:
- 5 Boyer Auction
- 11 Holiday - Agency Closed
- 24 Holiday - Agency Closed
- 25 Agency Closed

## December:
- 22 Last Day of Class
- 23 Agency Closed
- 26 Agency Closed
- 27-30 Program Closed/Limited Svcs

## January 2023:
- 2 Holiday-Agency Closed
- 16 Holiday-Agency Closed

## February:
- 20 Holiday - Agency Closed

## April:
- 10-14 *Spring Break-Program Closed/ Limited Svcs

## May:
- 29 Holiday - Agency Closed

## June:
- 19 Agency Closed for Juneteenth

## July:
- 3 *Limited Svcs
- 4 Holiday - Agency Closed

## August:
- 11-31 *Limited Svcs

## September:
- 1 Agency Closed
- 4 Holiday—Agency Closed

## October:
- *Limited Svcs

## November:
- 1 *Limited Svcs

## December:
- *Limited Svcs

## January:
- *Limited Svcs

## February:
- *Limited Svcs

## March:
- *Limited Svcs

## April:
- *Limited Svcs

## May:
- *Limited Svcs

## June:
- *Limited Svcs

## July:
- *Limited Svcs

## August—September:
- *Limited Svcs

---

**Additional closures or inclement weather make-up days may be announced.**

*This calendar is subject to change.*